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Introduction of
 the group  

10 p   Text, pictures, video 
 

Attractive layo
ut 

10 p 
 

Layout: use of different features of the Weebly (columns, pictures, gallery, scribd, 
videos etc. 
Are there enough pictures and relevant to the topic?  
Is the text well readable? (font size etc.??) 
Videos. Are they creative (scenario, humour) and technically well produced (soun
d, image)? 

Research  50 p Process. Is it clear how the research has been conducted: how many interviews, ho
w many questionnaires, who has been interviewed etc.?? The more concrete, the b
etter. 10 p. 
Content. Are all research questions covered? How good was the research? 15 p 
Has the research been documented by pictures/videos? 10 p. 
Collaboration. Which outcomes (methods, products, activities etc.) have been reac
hed together with counterparts in India/EU. 15 p.  New 

Evidence of co
mmunication  

10 p. Evidence of communication with counterparts. New 
Short report with screenshots, pictures of communication. 

Conclusion 5 p.  Is there a clear answer (conclusion) to the main question?  
Comparison 10 p Compare your outcomes with the research results of two other groups from Indian/

EU. Indicate clearly which group and school. 
Answer the question “What are the main similarities and differences on the subtopi
c”? Draw a conclusion on the comparison.  
If there is no possibility to compare (no articles from EU/Indian side), please indic
ate why you could not compare your findings with those of the counterparts.  
The group will be assessed on a total of 90 points.  

Reflection 5 p Write a group’s reflection. 
What went well? What would you do differently? Methods, group work, technical 
aspects etc. At least 5 lines. 

Awareness acti
vity 

5.p. e
xtra  

If applicable   

Total  100 p
. 

If no comparison could be made, the group will be assessed on a total of 90 p. 

	


